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College of Liberal Arts

 Digital Communication Arts (in New Media Communications---NMC) is one of the 
most popular and fastest growing majors on campus. Theatre Arts, while very small in 
majors/minors, remains one of the best examples of an arts program that serves the 
entire campus, consistently drawing students and participants from multiple colleges.  
Music has a similar profile, appealing to many students from diverse disciplines, while 
maintaining its own solid and growing number of majors. The Art Area continues to 
produce exceptional young artists while addressing changes in curricular structure and 
enrollment.  Speech Communication maintains a solid number of undergraduates while 
continuing to develop its discipline-based masters degree.  

 Numerous past students have achieved significant successes: artist with 
exhibitions and working galleries, actors finding work, and musicians teaching and 
performing.  Almost all arts area as well as the communication disciplines have students 
moving on to prestigious graduate schools.  Our own graduate Music Education program 
consistently places one hundred percent of its graduates in public school teaching 
positions.  Lambda Pi Eta, the national honorary fraternity in Speech Communication, 
continues to draw students as it works on philanthropic projects with CARDV and 
by bringing in alumni and faculty speakers; eight Speech Communication students 
participated in the 2nd annual Lambda Pi Eta Communication Conference in May.  Three 
undergraduates represented OSU at the International Forensics Tournament in Paris.

 The Hundere Endowment organized and hosted the first undergraduate research 
conference on religious studies in Oregon, with students from five universities presenting 
on “Religion, Culture, and Experience.”  The History Student’s Association organized and 
hosted the seventh annual OSU history undergraduate conference.  The History Area 
submitted a proposal to Ecampus for an online major in History.  The school established 
a working group, led by Stephanie Jenkins and in cooperation with Engineering, 
to develop a Certificate in Disability Studies. The History Student’s Association and 
Religious Studies Association sponsored numerous events ranging from conferences and 
fairs to lectures, field trips and digital publications.  The Philosophy Student Club was 
re-established after being inactive for several years.

2013 – 2014 College of Liberal Arts Achievements

S t u d e n t  S u c c e s s
School of Arts and Communication (SAC)

School of History, Philosophy, and Religion (SHPR)

School of Language, Culture, and Society (SLCS)
 109 undergraduates received degrees from units in the School of Language, 
Culture, and Society, with largest number (62) in Anthropology and in Spanish (25).  
SLCS awarded 22 masters’ degrees with fifteen (15) in Anthropology, five (5) in Women, 
Gender, and Sexuality studies and two (2) in Contemporary Hispanic Studies.  56 new 
courses in SLCS were approved.  In addition, new minors in Social Justice Studies and 
Queer Studies were approved with the latter also being offered online.  An initial MOU 
was signed with Ecampus to begin the process of offering the Spanish major online.

 Economics and Sociology gained undergraduate majors both on campus and 
online; strong recruiting efforts led to another exceptional cohort of MPP and Public 
Policy PhD students from around the country and across the world; robust growth in 
quality and quantity of internships at the undergraduate and graduate level; OPAL 
provides superb learning and practical opportunities for students; faculty , students, 
and staff are regularly and productively engaged in community and diversity initiatives.  
Fifteen (15) undergraduates traveled to Cuba this year, four (4) graduate students 
attended the International Comparative Rural Policy School in Toluca, Mexico, and 
seven (7) graduate students participated in the Transatlantic Symposium in New Mexico 
and Warsaw, Poland.  100% placement of Spring 2014 MPP graduates (professional 
positions or PhD programs).  Student research/scholarship in the SPP abounds: Third 
Annual Social Justice Conference at OSU, USDA Higher Education Grant provides funds 
for research abroad and attendance at the International Comparative Rural Policy field 
school, conference presentations locally nationally, and internationally implementation 
(with Dr. Allison Davis-White Eyes) of an Indigenous Policy Summer Institute.

School of Public Policy (SPP)
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 This past year Psychology had 740 majors, a 4% increase. Roughly 70 of these 
were Ecampus majors. SPS had 264 minors, and ten primary MAIS students (at peak 
enrollment).  The number of on-campus majors has been relatively flat over the last 
two years; most growth has been on Ecampus. SPS expects to add similar numbers 
of Ecampus majors yearly for the foreseeable future. SPS is involved in several 
student organizations.  SPS maintains a chapter of Psi Chi, the national psychology 
honor society, advised by Teri Lewis.  Students are very active in OSU’s Active Minds 
club, which sponsors awareness of mental illness issues.  SPS efforts to involve 
undergraduates in research continue. One undergraduate was a co-author on an 
article published in a professional journal and 17 were co-authors on presentations at 
professional conferences.  Several students participated in the university’s Celebrating 
Undergraduate Excellence competition, in which Andrey Morozov won best CLA poster.

 SWLF developed and implemented a new database for tracking 
undergraduate research.  MFA program graduates  (Sean Beld and Jenny Christie) 
were awarded two (2) inaugural Joyce Carol Oates Scholarships in Poetry and Fiction.  
The school awarded six undergraduate writing scholarships and seven internal donor-
funded scholarships to English majors (sophomore-senior) on the basis of merit and 
academic achievement.  Numerous MA/MFA graduates published works and/or were 
accepted into high profile positions and graduate programs.

F a c u l t y  S u c c e s s
 A sampling of faculty productivity in the SAC evidences talent, dedication, and 
an impressive range of activities: Julie Beauregard (Music) presented her research 
on injuries and music education at the MayDay Music Education conference, June 
2014; Julia Bradshaw (Art) had a solo exhibition at the University of Southern Oregon 
and she presented her research at the Society for Photographic Educators Western 
Regional Conference; George Caldwell (Theatre Arts) designed the scenery for the 
production of Rough Crossing and the lighting for Lear at the Bag & Baggage Theatre, 
Hillsboro, OR (he is also Managing Editor of The Western States Theatre Review; 
Dan Faltesek (New Media Communications) had two peer-reviewed journal articles 
and published two book chapters; Erin Gallagher (Speech Communication)had one 
presentation competitively selected a national conference; Trischa Goodnow (Speech 
Communication) had one book chapter, signed a book contract with University 
of Mississippi Press as well as having two competitively selected international 
conference presentations; Julie Green (Art) enjoyed continued success with The Last 
Supper: 550 plates illustrating U.S. death row inmates’ final meal requests, (solo, 
invitational show at Susquehanna University, Selinsgrove, PA, January to March, 
2014; Elizabeth Helman, (Theatre Arts) was commissioned as playwright for three 
projects:  Unbridled Voices, a community-engaged theatre project, an adaptation of A 
Christmas Carol for Oregon Contemporary Theatre, and, an untitled one-man show 
for St. Louis Actors’ Studio; Colin Hesse (Speech Communication) produced seven 
peer reviewed co-authored articles and had three competitively selected national 
conference presentations; Robert Iltis (Speech Communication) had two competitively 
selected international conference presentations and one conference proceeding; Kirsi 
Peltomaki (Art) had one peer-reviewed article published in French and English; Mark 
Porrovecchio (Speech Communication) had two competitively selected international 
conference presentations; Elizabeth Root (Speech Communication) produced three 
peer reviewed single or co-authored journal articles and one book chapter as well as 
two competitively selected national conference presentations; Jason Silveira, (Music) 
was an invited guest music lecturer at Ithaca College and presented also at the 
national "Research and Teacher Education Conference" in St. Louis, MO; Steve Zielke 
was named the Patricia Valian Reser Professor of Music in December 2013. 

School of Psychological Science (SPS)

School of Writing, Literature, and Film (SWLF)

School of Arts and Communication (SAC)
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School of History, Philosophy, and Religion (SHPR)

 SHPR faculty published four (4) books (two more are in press) along with 38 articles and book chapters.  The 
school hosted over 60 events (lectures, brownbags, film screenings, conferences, and symposia).  SHPR faculty gave 
70 presentations and papers in 9 countries.  Stacey Smith’s Freedom’s Frontier (UNC Press, 2013) was winner of 
the inaugural David Montgomery Prize in U.S. labor and working-class history from the Organization of American 
Historians.  Other books: Nicole von Germeten, Violent Delights, Violent Ends: Sex, Race, and Honor in Colonial 
Cartagena de Indias (University of New Mexico Press, 2013); Gary Ferngren, Medicine and Religion: A Historical 
Introduction (Johns Hopkins Press, 2014); Michael Osborne, The Emergence of Tropical Medicine in France (University 
of Chicago Press, 2014). Among many other notable accomplishments Chris Nichols was featured four times on 
National Public Radio to discuss internationalism and isolationism in the context of the US response to the crisis in 
Ukraine and other key features in US foreign policy; Stacey Smith continues her blog series for the New York Time’s 
“Disunion” series on the Civil War.  C-SPAN: Chris Nichols, Amy Koehlinger, and Marisa Chappell each had classes 
taped and broadcast on CSPAN as part of their classroom lectures series.

School of Language, Culture, and Society (SLCS)

 SLCS faculty published a total of eight (8) books across all disciplines and over thirty (30) articles, book 
chapters, and translations.  Books include: Sebastian Heiduschke’s East German Cinema: DEFA and Film History 
(Palgrave Macmillan) which had already been acquired by more than 220 libraries within a month after its publication; 
the 6th edition of Janet Lee and Susan Shaw’s Women’s Voices, Feminist Visions (McGraw Hill); Kayla Garcia’s Latino 
and Latina Leader’s of the 21st Century: Ordinary Beginnings, Extraordinary Outcomes (Floricanto Press); Nancy 
Rosenberger’s Dilemmas of Adulthood: Japanese Women and the Nuances of Long-term Resistance (Hawaii UP).  
Rosenberger also heads up an impressive list of invited lectures and conference presentations (over 20) with the 
inaugural address at PSGR Krishnammal College for Women’s international conference on women and young adult 
development in Coimbatore, TamilNadu, India and a presentation at the International Society for Ethnobiology 
Congress in Bumthan, Bhutan.  Fina Carpena-Mendez presented at conferences in Mexico, Ireland, Estonia, and India.

 Major grants include: Susan Shaw is the PI on a 5-year $3.5 million NSF ADVANCE grant; Nabil Boudraa and 
Joseph Krause received an NEH Summer Institute grant for $175,000; Bryan Tilt was a co-PI on a $277,430 grant from 
the US Department of Agriculture.  Selected other scholarly activities in the SLCS include editorships and editorial 
boards (Boudraa, Krause, Osei-Kofi) creative writing and performance work (Driskill, Freehling-Burton, Shaw); most 
tenured/tenure-track faculty serve as reviewers for journals and books. Outreach and engagement at the international 
level in the SLCS continues to grow: Joan Gross developed/led the first- bi-national learning community between OSU 
and Ecuador (on agri-food movements); David McMurray co-led a summer study abroad program in Sicily; the study 
abroad program in Chillan, Chile celebrated its 10th anniversary; Patti Duncan and Mehra Shirazi led a short term 
study abroad to Coimbatore, TamilNadu, India.  The SLCS planned and sponsored the International Film Festival, the 
Gay Latino Film Festival, and, the first Queer Film Festival at The Darkside cinema in Corvallis. World Languages and 
Cultures sponsored the first World Languages and Cultures Day (nearly 600 high school students attended).  The 
SLCS sponsored any number of community and diversity enhancement projects ranging from a social justice tour 
of Corvallis (Barnd) to public lectures on issues related to diversity, power, and privilege to workshops for faculty on 
cultural issues and challenges in the classroom (with INTO).

School of Public Policy (SPP)

 Faculty members from all three disciplines are co-editors and editors of journals, review manuscripts 
for journals, serve on review panels for funders; and provide additional professional services to their disciplines 
(i.e., serve on National Research Council panels).  Publications/Presentations in Economics include four (4) book 
chapters, ten (10) refereed publications, and sixteen (16) conference presentations.  Several Economics faculty hold 
editorial board positions.  External funding in Economics: $840,000 (Emerson and Fare).  Publications/Presentations 
in Political Science include three (3) books, seven (7) book chapters, seven (7) refereed publications, and twenty-
three (23) conference presentations. Multiple Political Science faculty hold editorial and/or leadership positions in 
professional associations.  External funding in Political Science: $2.24 Million (Steel).  

 Publications/Presentations in Sociology include two (2) books, seven (7) book chapters, sixteen (16) refereed 
publications, thirty-three (33) conference presentations.  Several Sociology faculty hold editorial positions.  Sociology 
internal funding: $23,020 (Burkhardt, Inderbitzinn); external funding $1,612,520 (Akins, Boudet, Cramer, Edwards, 
Hammer); participation in $3.2 M NSF Advance Grant (Lach, Plaza).

 International Outreach & Engagement efforts include a symposium (with Humboldt University of Berlin 
and the University of Warsaw), the 2014 International Comparative Rural Policy Consortium Field School, a visiting 
scholar from the University of Naples, and design collaboration with the largest regional government in New 
Zealand.  National and Local Outreach & Engagement includes numerous board and committee memberships, 
community partnerships and advisory roles (faculty and graduate students), workshops, seminars, surveys and 
reports.  
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School of Psychological Science (SPS)

 The thirteen tenure-track Psychology Faculty had accepted or published 35 articles in peer-reviewed 
journals and five non-peer-reviewed works. Psychology faculty gave 43 conference presentations or professional 
talks.  The number of peer-reviewed articles and conference presentations are up substantially over last year (40% 
and 26% respectively).   Grant activity continues to be highlighted by Sarina Saturn’s $500,000 NSF CAREER 
award, NSF’s most prestigious award for junior faculty.  She also continues work on her $50,000 Fetzer Institute 
grant.  John Edwards finished out his Development Grant from Oregon Sea Grant.  Newly awarded SPS grants 
were highlighted by Kristen Macuga’s $100,000 grant from NOAA.  Kathleen Bogart was awarded a grant from the 
Moebius Syndrome Foundation.  David Kerr received a Joint Slovenia-U.S. Cooperation Grant (4,000 €). 

 SPS faculty serve on a number of Editorial Boards.  Mei Lien continues as Associate Editor of two journals, 
Psychonomic Bulletin and Review and European Journal of Cognitive Psychology and is on the editorial boards of 
the American Journal of Psychology and Experimental Aging Research.  John Edwards is a consulting editor for 
Journal of Research in Personality and Social Cognition.  Frank Bernieri is on the editorial board for the Journal 
of Nonverbal Behavior.  Kathy Becker Blease is on the boards of Journal of Trauma and Dissociation, Child Abuse 
and Neglect, and ISTSS Stresspoints. Chris Sanchez is on the board of the Journal of Educational Psychology. Beth 
Daniels (Cascades) is an associate editor for Sex Roles. Psychology faculty also sit on many campus and national 
boards, including CAPS, the IRB, DPD, and the Moebius Syndrome Foundation.  SPS continues to maintain active 
research collaborations with many units on campus, including Sea Grant, Gerontology, HDFS, Philosophy, Women 
Studies, COAS, the Transportation Institute, CCE, EECS, and others.

School of Writing, Literature, and Film (SWLF)

 SWLF faculty published eight (8) books and contracted for a half a dozen others. Five (5) SWLF made 
presentations at international conferences, events, and universities overseas. Jon Lewis gave a keynote address at 
the University of Americas, University College, London; Neil Davison presented “The Irish-Jewish Ulysses” at the 
Irish-Jewish Museum, June 13, 2013 in Dublin, Ireland; Jinying Li presented “Media Piracy in Emerging Economies” 
at the Creative Commons Conference at Renmin University of China Law School and the Southern China University 
of Technology in Guangzhou, China, as well as at the Chinese University of Hong Kong School of Journalism and 
Communication; David Robinson presented papers on Emerson, Fuller, and Romanticism at an international 
conference on Romanticism and Philosophy at Universite Lille 3 and at La Pietra International Conference Center in 
Florence, Italy Novelist Keith Scribner presented at the major international conference “Les Subsistances”, at the 
University of Lyon on the questions of the novel, along with international voices such as A.S. Byatt (UK), Christine 
Montalbetti (France), Maxime Ossipov (Russia), Hoda Barakat, (Liban), Drago Jancar (Slovenia), and Martin Amis 
(UK).  Faculty continue to bring an understanding of the humanities and arts to a broader public. Notable examples 
of appearances in the popular press include Associate Professor Evan Gottlieb (literary studies) provides regular 
contributions to the Huffington Post; Associate Professor Karen Holmberg (creative writing)  appeared on the 
Arts Beat Page of the PBS NewsHour; Writing instructor Kirstin Griffin’s essay on the Boston bombings and their 
aftermath was published as a special feature in The Oregonian.  Multiple appointments to editorial advisor boards 
of prestigious journals and election to boards and offices of literary/professional organizations include Eighteenth 
Century Fiction, Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Journal of American Popular Culture, and various subgroups 
of the Modern Language Association.

liberalarts.oregonstate.edu/cla-faculty-and-staff
For more information on College of LIberal Arts’ faculty and staff experience visit: 
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S u c c e s s e s  &  K e y  I n i t i a t i v e s
 1) The SAC, with the guidance and support of the College of Liberal Arts, is invested in and working diligently  
 on developing a new relationship with The GRAMMY Museum in Los Angeles.  The collaboration was announced  
 in May 2014; major collaborative projects to occur in Fall; 

 2) NMC is moving in the direction of Big Data and Scientific Visualization as a programmatic focus;  

 3) The SAC and CLA continue to invest in facilities and support for programs: the renovation of the Withycombe  
 Lab Theatre (@$250K) was completed in Fall 2013; the keyboard program received college/school support   
 to purchase three new pianos for student as well as improve the Benton Hall practice rooms; the school   
 and college also supported space improvements in Shepard Hall; the Art Area received support to improve its  
 digital technology for photography; the college and school are also working on major initiatives to improve/  
 replace Arts facilities in Cascades, the Fairbanks Annex, and Fairbanks in the coming two years; 

 4) the SAC hired a tenured, permanent director, Lee Ann Garrison; her presence adds vision and stability that  
 was previously hampered by difficult and simply changing circumstances; 

 5) Various units within the SAC, most notably Music, are moving rapidly to leverage the philanthropic support  
 from the Cornerstone Arts Challenge.

 1) With support from the college SHPR has leveraged earned E & G dollars to undertake the renovation of   
 Milam; phase I was completed in Summer 2013; 

 2) Faculty from formerly discrete departments now work together on shared shool-wide committees and   
 subcommittees creating more opportunities for coherent planning and use of resources; 

 3) Strategic hiring in new tenure-track lines in Religion and Environmental Humanities is allowing SHPR to   
 foreground key areas for future growth and attention.  

 4) SHPR deleveloped and is implementing new degree programs in Religious Studies. 

 5) SHPR is targeting enrollment in key areas in order to raise overall student credit hours. 

 1) SLCS began a study abroad initiative that supports faculty to develop short term study abroad experiences.  
 Faculty are currently working on future study abroad offerings to Guatemala (August 2014), London (December  
 2014), Greece (summer 2015), and Germany (TBD); 

 2) SLCS began renovations on Peavy Lodge ; it is now operational for meetings.  SLCS will partner with CLA to  
 fully develop the facility; 

 3) The SLCS began an administrative internship for faculty considering future administrative roles; 

 4) 56 new SLCS courses were approved along with new minors in Social Justice Studies and Queer Studies; 

 5) SLCS has created a strong record of hiring people of color, women, LGBT people, and people with disabilities.

 1) Hires in SPP include five (5) new tenure-track faculty and a new pre-law coordinator to re-charge the pre-law  
 program through the development of new/existing partnerships with law schools; 

 2) The Master of Public Policy (MPP) was accredited by the Network of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and   
 Administration for the maximum allowable seven years.   Current MPP students: fifty-six (56) with six (6)   
 Fulbright Scholars.  New cohort in MPP: 23.  100% placement of Spring 2014 MPP graduates (professional   
 positions or PhD programs); 

 3) All required courses for the PhD program in Public Policy have been developed and taught at least once.    
            The third cohort of eight (8) PhD students will begin in Fall 2014 (including three Fulbright students). This group  
 joins fifteen (15) PhD students already in the program; 

 

School of Arts and Communication (SAC)

School of History, Philosophy, and Religion (SHPR)

School of Language, Culture, and Society (SLCS)

School of Public Policy (SPP)
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 1) SPS completed a proposal for a Psychology PhD program and is engaged in the process of contacting   
 internal and external liaisons; 

 2) SPS is engaged in a major review and updating of Ecampus courses; 

 3) Substantial time and money was spent remodeling Reed Lodge.  All department personnel and most labs are  
 now located in Reed; 

 4) Psychology continues to be a leader in the many campus discussions and efforts around contemplative   
 studies; 

 5) SPS has active research collaborations with many, many units in CLA and across campus; 

 6) Undergraduate research is well integrated and very active in SPS.

 

 1) Low-residency MFA partner-program with OSU-Cascades was approved and a new director hired after a   
            national search; OSU has one of the few low residency to high residency public university programs in the nation  
 and the only one in the West.  

 2) A new undergraduate minor in film studies was approved in June 2014.  

 3) Proposals in the Works: A graduate Professional Writing Certificate and a proposal for a Minor in Applied   
 Journalism (to be shared with Student Media); 

 4) Major renovations to the Moreland lobby and other spaces were begun and largely completed. 

 4) Success with Ecampus and INTO has led to significant growth in the graduate programs,   
 

 

 5) A new seminar series in SPP is bringing a wide range of speakers to campus. 

professional development support, and hiring (including the first tenure-track hire 
supported with revenue from these incentivized programs); 

School of Psychological Science (SPS)

School of Writing, Literature, and Film (SWLF)
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Strategic Challenges in the College of Liberal Arts
Despite many successes and continued growth in student numbers and academic stature CLA struggles with a 
number of ongoing challenges that must be addressed.  Most notable:

• SPACE: 

 1) All of the buildings that CLA now occupies are inherited, repurposed spaces.  Many are problematic,  
 some have literally been condemned/demolished, most all are woefully inadequate to what we need; 

 2) So far every improvement to CLA space on campus has been paid for by CLA with internal earned   
           dollars (college and unit level); support for space renovations and improvements from outside   
 the college has been nil; 

 3) Even recently improved and expanded spaces are not adequate to our growing needs.

• MONEY: Most units in CLA have been very effective in utilizing incentivized programs such as Ecampus 
and INTO to support and grow their programs.  The college has a whole has been very fiscally astute and 
responsible, with significant success across the board in managing money matters.  Impending changes 
in the budget model, especially the current lack of clarity regarding graduate remissions and future 
incentives for Ecampus and INTO, make it difficult to plan and realize our aspirations regarding academic 
programs (particularly graduate level) and space improvements.

• DONORS: Cultivation of vibrant and productive philanthropic relationships remains high on our list of 
priorities.

• LEADERSHIP: We need to mentor future school and college leadership as effectively as we’ve begun doing 
so with junior faculty (see below).

• IDENTITY: CLA has made great strides in its messaging and creating an identity.  We still struggle with 
clarifying common goals and establishing clear parameters and guidelines for faculty.  Capacity issues limit 
our current efforts; we need more buy-in from some units and school leaders.

Student Awards
• Ben Davis (LS): Provost’s Literary Prize

• Brittany Backen (SHPR): OSU Library Undergraduate Researcher of the Year

• Stacy Sim (SPS): OSU Undergraduate Researcher of the Year

• Kacy Kesecker (SPS): Tom and Pat Gallagher Scholarship

• Courtney Hollingsworth (SPS): Culture of Writing Award

• Andrey Morozov (SPS): CUE Poster of the Year Award for CLA

• Three SPS Students: OSU Athletics Everyday Champions

• Three SPS Students: URSA-Engage

• Two SPS Students: URISC

• Two SPS Students: DeLoach Honors College Scholarship

• Sean Beld (SWLF): Jocyce Carol Oates Scholarship in Poetry and Fiction

• Jenny Christie (SWLF): Jocyce Carol Oates Scholarship in Poetry and Fiction

• Kayla Harr (SWLF): Provost’s Literary Prize

• Katy Krieger (SWLF): DeLoach Honors College Scholarship
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• CLA Academic Advising: Selected as the 2014 recipient of the Student Learning and Success Teamwork Award (to be 
awarded at University Day).

• CLA Advisor Kerry Thomas: Recognized with a Certificate of Merit as Outstanding New Advisor in NACADA National 
conference (2013).

• CLA Advisor Tristen Shay: Given “Building Community” Award for OSU’s Pride Week 2014 for her commitment to 
serving the LGBTQ+ community at OSU and in Corvallis.

• Stephen Hayes (SAC):2013 Oregon Arts Commission Career Opportunity grant.  

• Steve Zielke (SAC): Appointed as the Patricia Valian Reser Professor of Music.

• Stacey Smith (SHPR): Winner of the inaugural David Montgomery Prize in U.S. labor and working-class history from 
the Organization of American Historians for her book Freedom’s Frontier.

• Chris Nichols (SHPR): Honors Faculty Member of the Year.  His co-edited Oxford Encyclopedia of Military and 
Diplomatic History won Best Reference of 2013 from the Library Journal.

• Bob Peckyno (SHPR): Vice Provost Award for Excellence in Outreach and Engagement, Program Support.

• Nana Osei-Kofi (SLCS): Elected vice president of the National Women’s Studies Association.

• Drew Gerkey (SLCS): Junior Scholar and New Investigator Awards from the Anthropology & Environment Society of 
the American Anthropological Association.

• Janet Lee (SLCS): Named Eminent Professor by the University Honors College.

• Patti Duncan (SLCS): Her documentary film, Finding Face, was selected for screening at the Public Service 
Broadcasting Trust, Open Frame Film Festival, in New Delhi India.

• Susan Shaw (SLCS): University Mentoring and Professional Development award.

• Qwo-Li Driskill (SLCS): Received the Conference on College Composition and Communcation’s Stonewall Service 
Award.

• Loren Davis (SLCS): Co-recipient of the Esto Perpetua Award for significant contributions to the preservation of Idaho 
history by the Idaho State Historical Society.

• Dwaine Plaza (SPP): CLA Warren Hoveland Award for Service

• Michelle Inderbitzin (SPP): OSU Elizabeth P. Ritchie Distinguished Professor Award.

• Chris Wolsko (SPS): OSU-Cascades Scholarship Award

• Teri Duever (SPS): OSU Academic Advising Award and NACADA Professional Advisor Award.

• David Kerr (SPS): CLA Wilkins Faculty Development Award

• PeterBetjemann (SWLF): OSU Excellence in Teaching Award

• Lisa Ede (SWLF): CLA Robert Frank Research Award

• Rebecca Olson (SWLF): CLA Bill and Caroline Wilkins Faculty Development Award

• Elena Passarello (SWLF): Independent Book Publishers Gold Medal in the Essay/Creative Non-fiction category for her 
recent book, Let Me Clear My Throat. 

Faculty Awards
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CLA Website: 
The CLA website has been entire-
ly redesigned and is nearing 
completion.  This includes: 
1) Condensing several dozen 
disparate sites into one; 
2) Migration to Drupal 7; 
3) Addition of new components 
such as sites for Environmental 
Humanities and the Center for 
Community Music.  

The Leading Edge:
The inaugural issue of The Lead-
ing Edge magazine, an insert 
that mails with the Oregon 
Stater, launched in Fall 2013. 
The magazine is CLA’s first 
concerted, consistent efforts to 
reach alumni in over a decade 
and celebrates the accomplish-
ments of our students, faculty, 
and graduates. CLA produces 
The Leading Edge twice a year, 
in the spring and fall, with dis-
tribution to more than 26,000 
alumni. 

CLA this Week:
A weekly online publication of 
college events, highlights, news, 
awards, publications, and creative 
work.  It informs faculty and staff, 
creates a sense of connection 
across the college, diminishes 
electronic clutter, and encourages 
collaboration.

CLA Branding:
Development of visual branding 
identity specific to CLA was begun 
and is largely complete.

Phi Beta Kappa General Report: 
CLA Communications played a 
critical role in creating and com-
piling the Phi Beta Kappa General 
Report that was submitted by 
OSU in October 2013, as well as 
planning the March 2014 site 
visit.  

COMMUNICATIONS

The past year 
has brought a 

series of changes 
that lay the 

groundwork for 
solid, focused CLA 
communications 
that reach our 

major audiences: 
Prospective and 

current students, 
alumni, the public 
and faculty/staff. 

blogs.oregonstate.edu/edge

liberalarts.oregonstate.edu

Look us up online:
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ADVISING
Three (3) CLA Advising office staff 
completed Search Advocate Training, 
one (1) is in process.  This will 
bring the total number of Search 
Advocates in CLA Advising to five (5).  
All told, members of the CLA Advising 
office participated in around a dozen 
searches across campus.  

The College of Liberal Arts Mentoring program designed and overseen by Executive 
Associate Dean Susan Rivera-Mills continued to develop and excel.  All junior tenure-

track faculty in CLA are now paired with disciplinary mentors upon their arrival at OSU.  
Attendance at faculty mentoring lunches and seminars is increasing as content of the 
events develops and expectations for participation are clarified.  Directors and faculty 

report positive feedback on the sessions and programs.  Associate Dean Rivera-Mills is now 
expanding the program to include instructors and other non-tenure track faculty.  CLA has 

also now begun the process of developing and implementing a similar process for staff 
in executive leadership positions.  The executive assistants in all schools meet monthly 
with dean’s office staff to discuss shared challenges, ongoing issues, and professional 

development.  This program is being led by Executive Assistant to the Dean Suzanne Grey.  

CLA Advising participates 
actively in U-Engage course 
instruction; four (4) courses 
were taught in Fall 2013 and 
four (4) have been selected 
for Fall 2014.

MENTORING
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C o l l e g e  M e t r i c s  2 0 1 3 - 2 0 1 4
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With increasing numbers of graduates 
from the College of Liberal Arts; 

programs, students, faculty and staff 
are also being augmented with 
new ideas and opportunities.
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